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Response to application P/OUT/2021/05708: Land South of Three Acres, 

Musbury Lane, Marnhull - Erection of 8 dwellings with associated access, 

parking and landscaping (outline application to determine access only) 

 

Marnhull Parish Council OBJECT to the above application on 8 material 

considerations as detailed below.  

Objection 1: Inaccuracies/misleading information in application materials 

There are two documents that have significant inaccuracies or misleading information that affect the way this 

application should be treated.  

1. Misleading Application Form: To the question in section 4 of the application form “Has the work 

already been started without planning permission?”, the answer provided is “No”.  Work has already 

started, quite clearly in terms of site clearance: removal of mature trees and the filling in of a pond. 

Whilst technically, there would not be a requirement for a tree felling license if the land owner were 

landscaping their garden, the clearance in this case is obviously in preparation for this planning 

application, thereby cynically avoiding having to obtain planning approval to conduct such ground 

works. 

Dorset Council’s own website provides guidance for the treatment of trees in connection with 

planning: “Trees have a significant role to play in achieving sustainable development and the 

successful integration of trees into a new development scheme depends on the retention of appropriate 

trees, informed layout design and careful implementation. As part of this process it is necessary to 

consider the value of the trees within the context of the existing landscape character.” It goes on to 

state “Trees may occupy a substantial part of a development site and can have a major influence on 

the planning process and end use. Existing trees of good quality and of appropriate species can add 

to the quality of a development, and increase its value.” Finally it recommends: “If in doubt, contact 

the Council's Tree and Landscape Officer who can provide advice.” The land owner elected not to do 

so. 

The fact that the Tree Protection Officer was obliged to, unusually, place a TPO on the whole site after 

many of the existing trees had already been felled demonstrates that the above process should have 

been followed and at best the clearance could be described as negligent, at worst, devious. 

2. Inaccurate Site and Block Plans: Both these plans show the area being considered (as marked out in 

red) has a projection in the northeast which lies on the neighbouring property’s land of Three Acres. 

This is clearly an attempt to obtain the necessary visibility splay to the north of the access road, but 

the land owner the applicant represents has no rights to apply for this portion of the area to be 

considered part of this planning application. Indeed the proposed access plan clearly shows the extent 

of the land owner’s property which contradicts the site and block plans. This goes well beyond an 

error; this is a deliberate attempt to cover over a very significant site limitation and is an extremely 

worrying falsification.  
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Objection 2: The access road junction visibility splay crosses a neighbouring property.  

The Access Plan shows the visibility splays that are required to meet the Manual for Streets standards but it 

has a couple of issues. Firstly is the fact that the site boundary is not shown extending towards the perimeter 

of the road. Both Acres High and Three Acres properties extend up to the edge of the paved surface; there is 

no verge that is maintained by the Highways authority. This error in itself is not serious, except that it gives 

the impression that there is such a verge and by implication, the visibility splay as portrayed is feasible, which 

is not the case. Secondly, and more seriously, the owners of Three Acres would need to agree to allow their 

land to be excavated and maintain an unfettered clear area in perpetuity. This council has been informed by 

the owners of Three Acres that this agreement would not be forthcoming. 

Objection 3: Loss of and potential damage to trees 

Even though the site has already seen the felling of at least 50 trees, this application seeks to fell more. All the 

trees that are left on the site are covered by a tree preservation order (TPO) which we would expect to prevent 

any further loss. Additionally, the large, mature horse chestnut trees that are situated outside the proposed site 

would be vulnerable to root damage caused by construction traffic and works on the site; for this reason, a 

local resident, backed by ourselves, has applied for TPOs on all these trees to the Dorset Council Tree Team. 

This will hopefully protect these from any harm, but it is almost certain that the widening of the lane with the 

necessary groundworks involved would be well within any root protection area of at least two of these mature 

trees.    

The arboricultural report produced by Mark Hinsley Arboricultural Consultants Ltd quotes “The existing tree 

resource has been historically undermanaged and poor quality trees are found throughout the plot. It is our 

view that the proposed felling would be justified regardless of a development proposal for the site being put 

forward to the Local Planning Authority.” This statement ignores the fact that the survey was only carried out 

after the felling of at least 50 trees had taken place. Who knows how many of these 50+ trees were only “poor” 

quality? How many were category A or B? We shall never know. The trees surveyed are only those that were 

prevented from further felling following the imposition of a TPO across the whole site. The survey goes on to 

state “The proposed development has followed the guidance found in BS5837:2012 Trees in relation to design, 

demolition and construction - Recommendations”. It has not.  

The standard seeks to provide a due process which details the steps that should be taken to ensure that trees 

are appropriately and successfully retained when a development takes place. The standard outlines a process 

that starts with a tree survey, leading to a tree categorization and constraints plan, highlighting trees to be 

retained and only then should the design process begin, which ends with a final design that forms a part of the 

planning application. 

Objection 4: Lack of adequate surface water retention measures 

The site is on a considerable gradient, rising from southeast to northwest and the site level varies between 0.6m 

and over 1m above the surface of the lane. Being in a flood zone 1 area does not mean that local flooding does 

not occur. Historically the lane has flooded regularly with the site contributing to that water runoff, even with 

the large number of trees providing a good amount of leaf canopy increasing rain interception and roots 

allowing deeper surface water penetration and retention. The clearance of trees already having taken place will 

inevitably create more frequent and worsening flooding of the lane. Constructing an access road and eight 

dwellings, even if the driveways are permeable will only exacerbate this issue. Unfortunately, most of the 

damage has already been done. Neither the residents of Musbury Lane nor those that use the lane should be 

subjected to any further flood risks due to construction. 

This application should not be granted without at least a full flood risk analysis having been carried out. 
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Objection 5: Traffic generation onto a single lane highway near a blind bend 35m away 

Musbury Lane is a typical, old country lane, consisting of a single carriageway with no passing places. It is a 

quiet lane, usually used by residents of the lane itself and occasional farm vehicles. On a daily basis, there is 

probably more cycle, horse and foot traffic than vehicular traffic traversing its length. 

Even if the sight lines were possible from the proposed junction with the new access road, there is a sharp bend 

just beyond the limits of the sight line to the right of the junction which gives very little reaction time for 

anyone approaching the junction from the south. This is very likely to increase the risk of accidents. 

Eight three and four bedroom properties represents an 80% increase in properties based on the lane and will 

likely result in a doubling of local traffic onto the lane itself. Many of the pedestrians using the lane are from 

Ivers House, which is located on Hains Lane and is a care home for adults with learning difficulties, some of 

whom need to be supervised when outside of the home. These road users take Musbury Lane to walk to services 

based on Burton Street because it is presently a much quieter lane than the alternative, which is Mill Lane via 

Hains Lane. If Musbury Lane traffic increases as significantly as this development would suggest, the risks for 

these vulnerable pedestrians would also increase.   

Objection 6: Out of character with the local area 

All of the properties on Musbury Lane have frontages and access directly onto the lane. This proposed 

development is creating an access road which means none of the proposed dwellings will have direct access 

onto the lane and most do not front onto it. This is totally out of character and will create the impression of an 

‘estate’. This area of the village very much has a rural ambience which will be lost with the proposed access 

arrangement and density of housing proposed.   

Objection 7: This application is not in accordance with the spatial strategy for North Dorset as set out 

in the Local Plan 

Policy 2 of the North Dorset Local Plan 2016, Core Spatial Strategy, states that outside the four main towns, 

where access and proximity to services is more limited development will be more strictly controlled with an 

emphasis on meeting local and essential rural needs.  

The Plan also states that in the past, development in rural areas significantly exceeded planned rates, yet did 

not enable rural facilities to be retained or enhanced. North Dorset District Council made clear that it did not 

want this unsustainable spatial distribution of development repeated. 

At the time of the last Census, Marnhull parish had a population of approximately 2,000 residents and 962 

dwellings. By 2016 (when the Local Plan was adopted) this had increased by 13 dwellings to 975 dwellings. 

Based on information provided in the annual monitoring reports, and known applications, the level of growth 

since the plan was adopted, and further consented growth for Marnhull parish, is summarised below: 

Housing Supply  Total  Notes  

Post LP adoption - completions (Apr 2016 – Mar 2021) 42  

Extant consents (likely to complete Apr 2021 – Mar 2026) 97  

• Longonot, Crown Road 1 2/2012/0771/PLNG 

• Land adjacent Joyces New Street  2 2/2015/0522/REM 

• Agri. Building, Haines Lane  1 2/2018/0441/AG 

• Land adjacent Joyces 7 2/2018/1391/OUT 

• Barn at Ashley Down Farm 1 2/2019/0722/FUL 

• Land at E 377595 N 118361 1 2/2019/0623/FUL 
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• Land N Of Kentisworth Road 9 2/2020/0042/REM 

• Land N Of Elmside, Musbury Lane 1 2/2020/0801/REM 

• Greenfields, Sodom Lane 3 2/2020/0610/OUT 

• Land at E 378925 N 119315, Sodom Lane 2 P/FUL/2020/00251 

• Strangways Farm, Hains Lane 4 P/PAAC/2021/00061 

• Land North of Burton Street 61 2/2018/1808/OUT 

• Land at E 377395 N 118565 Kentisworth Road  4 P/OUT/2021/01737 

TOTAL  139  

 

In the last 5 years, there have been 42 dwellings built – about twice the rate experienced in the 10 years between 

the last two Census dates (2001 – 2011). In the period April 2021 to March 2026, there are already extant 

consents which mean that the number of homes will increase by 97 dwellings. This rate of growth going 

forward (19 dwellings per annum) is a significant exponential increase for the village. And this is before the 

current application is considered, which would increase this further still. It would mean that since 2016 the 

village (parish) would have grown by 178 dwellings – an 18% increase. 

This is not what the Local Plan envisaged. The level of housing growth for Stalbridge and the larger villages 

set out in the Local Plan was based on 825 dwellings over the 20 years from April 2011. Split proportionately 

(based on settlement size) this would equate to about 80 – 90 dwellings in Marnhull – which is already 

exceeded just half way through the plan period.  

Surely this degree of divergence from the Spatial Strategy – which was specifically drafted to avoid 

development in rural areas given that these are inherently less sustainable than the towns – should be resisted. 

There is nothing in the proposals to suggest that this will improve the current level of service provision, 

increase options for public transport, or bring businesses to this rural part of the County, that would justify this 

as a sustainable form of development. It will inevitably increase car-borne trips and undermine the Council’s 

declared climate emergency.  

Objection 8: Negative impact on the natural environment 

Unfortunately, and unforgivably, there already has been much harm done to the natural environment on this 

site. Much of the habitat used by various mammal, avian and amphibian species has been harmed and, in some 

cases, obliterated. Measures recommended in the ecological assessment report will not go far enough to bring 

back some of this wildlife. The plans do not include any water feature which would go some way to hopefully 

restoring any great crested newt population. Further felling of mature trees as planned would only have a 

greater negative impact. 
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Comments on the Design and Access Document 

In paragraph 3.5 of the design and access document, there are quotations from the inspector’s decision report 

for the appeal for the application to develop the land to the southwest of this site (ref 

APP/N1215/W/19/3222944). In particular it quotes paragraphs 7 to 11 from that document. By doing so, the 

applicant is inferring that the two sites are similar. They are not. 

Firstly, the appeal site was 0.042 hectares in area; this site is 0.65 hectares, over 15 times larger. Indeed the 

inspector notes in paragraph 10 of the appeal decision that “the appeal site does not, in my view, form part of 

an expansive area of countryside and the contribution it makes to the rural character of the area is limited”. 

The inspector then goes on to say in paragraph 11 “Overall, the appeal site does not, in my view, have any 

significant landscape or countryside value. Whilst a new dwelling would result in more built development 

outside the settlement boundary, it would be located within the domestic surrounds of adjoining properties 

and would not have any harmful impact on the rural character and appearance of the area”. Both these 

statements are completely at odds with this proposed site. To attempt to cite the inspector’s views on the appeal 

site as an indication for the suitability of this site is utter nonsense and frankly an insult to our intelligence. 

Secondly, the inspector’s report (paragraph 7) describes the access for the appeal site: “Whilst most of the 

appeal site lies outside the defined settlement boundary for Marnhull, the existing access and grass verge are 

within the defined boundary.” This proposed site also lies mostly outside the defined settlement boundary, 

but crucially, the access is wholly outside the boundary. 

Thirdly, paragraph 8 of the inspector’s report states “The evidence before me indicates that the appeal site 

has been used for various purposes including a garden, car parking and orchard. As I observed on site, it 

currently has a very untidy appearance. Parts of it are overgrown, there are mounds of grassed earth, a 

large chicken coup and two large single storey buildings on the site.” Before its clearance, the proposed site 

was heavily wooded with mature trees and rich in biodiversity and, according to the owners, is now a garden. 

Hardly the “very untidy appearance” the inspector concluded of the appeal site.   

Paragraph 3.6 of the design and access document quotes the inspector’s comments (paragraph 12): “the 

appeal site is not subject to any landscape policy designations and is not within an area that is subject to 

protection as a result of its environmental, biodiversity or conservation importance”. Again, this does not 

imply that the proposed site is lacking – or potentially lacking - any similar importance, particularly as local 

residents have stated that before the pre-application clearance and infilling of a large pond, there was a 

multitude of biodiversity, not least of which was the presence of great crested newts (a protected species). It 

remains to be seen whether their presence still exists or whether they have been illegally eradicated.  

 Paragraph 3.10 of the design and access document states: “This appeal decision is a material planning 

decision for this outline planning proposal, and must be concluded that the ‘tilted balance’ would be applied 

to this proposal with the benefits of this proposal (eight dwellings) would be considerably greater than this 

appeal for a single dwelling and accordingly the presumption in favour of sustainable development would 

apply.” Whilst we agree appeal decisions are material planning considerations, they should be considered in 

relation to their relevance. As explained above, this proposed site has significant differences compared to the 

appeal site and therefore the appeal decision should have a much-reduced weight – if any at all – in the 

planning decision. 

Paragraph 5.4 lists Footnote 7 policies and marks them all as not applicable. However, the “paragraph 180 

site” designation is relevant. Despite the owner’s attempt to bypass environmental and biodiversity 

objections by clearing the site prior to applying for planning permission, there may well still be evidence of a 

protected species – the great crested newt (GCN) - on site and this should at least warrant further 

investigation. The applicant’s own ecological report states on page 24“… this site is within a wider 

landscape which supports GCN and the site prior to the clearance likely supported habitats both aquatic and 

terrestrially for this species.” It goes on to say “The site is located within an ‘Amber Zone’ for GCN (Natural 

England, 2021) and as both aquatic and terrestrial habitats have been lost on site, registration of the GCN 

Dorset District Level Licence (DLL) will now be applied for. An application for the DLL has been made 

alongside this BP to the Dorset Natural Environment Team.” For experts – appointed by the applicants, no 
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less - to state that the pre-application clearance has harmed wildlife diversity and a protected species is a 

damning admission of culpability. 

Paragraph 5.11 states “The NPPF makes clear that planning decisions should promote an effective use of 

land, encouraging multiple benefits, where possible. Development should take place at appropriate densities, 

making ‘as much use as possible of… brownfield land’ (paragraph 119). Paragraph 125 advises that ‘where 

there is an existing or anticipated shortage of land for meeting identified housing needs, it is especially 

important that planning policies and decisions avoid homes being built at low densities and ensure that 

developments make optimal use of the potential of each site.’” There is no existing shortage of land in 

Marnhull for meeting identified housing needs, as witnessed by recent applications as listed in the table 

under objection 6 above. With these existing permissions, there will be plenty of opportunities for families, 

whether truly local or not, to join our community. We need to reiterate here that Marnhull does not require 

further opportunistic developments which lie outside of the settlement boundary and destroy our green 

spaces and rural setting as a result. 

Conclusion 

If approved, this proposed development would present much greater harm than benefit to both the natural 

environment and the wellbeing of Marnhull residents. The objections in this document adequately 

demonstrate this: 

• Inaccuracies/misleading information in application materials 

• The access road junction visibility splay crosses a neighbouring property 

• Loss of and potential damage to trees 

• Lack of adequate surface water retention measures 

• Traffic generation onto a single lane highway near a blind bend 35m away 

• Out of character with the local area 

• Application not in accordance with the spatial strategy for North Dorset as set out in the Local Plan 

• Negative impact on the natural environment 

If Dorset Council are minded to approve this application Marnhull Parish Council requests 

that it be referred to the Planning Committee for Member consideration. 
 


